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Abstract

This paper presents Rolis, a new speedy and fault-tolerant replicated multi-core transactional database system. Rolis’s aim is to mask the high cost of replication by ensuring that cores are always doing useful work and not waiting for each other or for other replicas. Rolis achieves this by not mixing the multi-core concurrency control with multi-machine replication, as is traditionally done by systems that use Paxos to replicate the transaction commit protocol. Instead, Rolis takes an “execute-replicate-replay” approach. Rolis first speculatively executes the transaction on the leader machine, and then replicates the per-thread transaction log to the followers using a novel protocol that leverages independent Paxos instances to avoid coordination, while still allowing followers to safely replay. The execution, replication, and replay are carefully designed to be scalable and have nearly zero coordination overhead across cores. Our evaluation shows that Rolis can achieve 1.03M TPS (transactions per second) on the TPC-C workload, using a 3-replica setup where each server has 32 cores. This throughput result is orders of magnitude higher than traditional software approaches we tested (e.g., 2PL), and is comparable to state-of-the-art, fault-tolerant, in-memory storage systems built using kernel bypass and advanced networking hardware, even though Rolis runs on commodity machines.
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1 Introduction

Transactional storage systems are a key backend component in large-scale online services. They typically come in two flavors: single-machine multi-core databases [20, 21, 24, 38], and distributed and replicated databases [7, 30, 37, 45]. The former tend to be faster and achieve higher throughput owing to the lack of coordination across machines, while the latter achieve important properties such as the ability to continue operating in the presence of crash failures. Recent works [5, 10, 15, 18, 35, 36] attempt to bridge this performance gap by combining multiple machines to achieve fault tolerance, with multiple cores per machine, each of which operates on a different database partition, to achieve high throughput. Despite this progress, we find that they still fall short of the performance achieved by single-machine multi-core databases, owing to the cross-replica coordination needed by distributed transactions.

This paper explores the following research questions: can we significantly improve the throughput of replicated transactions (the bottleneck in making distributed databases perform as fast as multi-core ones) with a more clever coordination protocol between a multi-core leader and its multi-core replicas? And can this protocol finally close the gap between single-machine multi-core and fault-tolerant distributed databases? Our proposed system, Rolis, answers both questions affirmatively. Perhaps surprisingly, Rolis’s approach to managing and delegating work between a multi-core leader and its multi-core replicas achieves higher throughput than recent works that rely on advanced networking hardware and kernel bypass [5, 10, 18, 36, 41], even though Rolis runs on commodity servers.

Our main idea is to start with a well-known principle: if one maximizes the pipeline of transaction processing and replication by having more transactions outstanding, the
long latency of distributed coordination protocols is roughly masked and the system can achieve similar throughput as a non-replicated transactional system. Of course, just because a principle is well-known does not mean that it can be applied easily. Many designs of distributed transaction systems cannot simply increase the number of outstanding transactions, as this significantly degrades performance. The main reason for this is that the replication protocol is closely tied to the transaction execution and commit protocols. For example, Google’s Spanner [7] applies Paxos to replicate the critical steps in two-phase locking and two-phase commit; increasing the number of outstanding transactions will not improve the system’s performance, but will instead cause more aborts by increasing the chance of conflicting accesses. More recent protocols like Calvin [37] and Janus [30] partially overcome this limitation, but still fall short of achieving the performance of a single multi-core transactional store.

Rolis’s key contribution finds a way out of this conundrum. Rolis uses a combination of speculation and deterministic replay to ensure that we can increase the number of outstanding transactions—maximizing the pipeline and masking the cost of distributed coordination protocols—without causing more aborts. In more detail, Rolis first speculatively executes all transactions on the leader. Then, each thread of the leader creates an independent Paxos stream and uses it to replicate its transaction logs, including the serialization order, to a corresponding thread at each follower. Finally, the followers deterministically replay the logs to arrive at the same state. The main technical difficulties that Rolis overcomes are: (1) how to design a replication protocol that allows each Paxos stream to work independently without coordinating with each other, and without having more outstanding transactions cause aborts; (2) how to replay transactions at the followers to ensure that they can keep pace with the leader; and (3) how to ensure that leader failures do not leave the different Paxos streams in an inconsistent state.

This paper addresses the above challenges and makes the following contributions:

- Identifies the performance gap between distributed transaction systems and multi-core transaction systems that cannot be remedied by merely increasing the number of outstanding requests in traditional approaches.
- Introduces a novel watermark tracking method to eliminate coordination between independent Paxos streams. This watermark is also used for visibility control and safe deterministic replay at followers.
- Describes an implementation and evaluation of Rolis running on a 3-replica setup with 32-core Azure servers that can process 1,03M TPC-C transactions/sec. This throughput is an order of magnitude higher than prior distributed transaction protocols on commodity machines, and it is competitive with recent systems that rely on kernel bypass and RDMA NICs.

The major limitation of Rolis is that it does not (yet) support sharding. While we would like to support a system that scales linearly with more shards, we find that Rolis’s throughput, with a single shard, is already equivalent to a system with ∼1,000 shards, and should suffice for many applications.

2 Overview

2.1 Background

Setup. In this paper, we study the replication of multi-core transactions. We describe our design and implementation in the context of a key-value storage system, but our design can also apply to other settings, e.g., relational databases and software transactional memory systems. In our setup, a transaction includes multiple read, write, and range query operations that may access different keys. Concurrent transactions that access overlapping keys are isolated, replicated consistently, and obey their real-time order, i.e., transactions are strictly serializable [14, 34].

Consensus and replication. We assume an asynchronous network: messages can be arbitrarily delayed and there is no perfect failure detector that can detect or force a failure in the system. The standard way to achieve consistent replication in an asynchronous network is through consensus protocols such as Paxos [22] or Raft [32]. The standard interface of consensus-based replication is state machine replication (SMR): replicate a sequence of operation logs to all replicas and then have each replica deterministically apply the operations in those logs in the same order.

Distributed transactions. The de facto approach for distributing and replicating a transaction across different servers is to use consensus protocols to replicate the critical steps in the transaction execution and commit protocols. Google Spanner, for example, uses two-phase commit (2PC) as a transaction commit protocol and uses Paxos to replicate the critical steps of 2PC, as shown in Figure 1. Other systems may have differences in the protocols they choose, but they all share an important similarity with Spanner: the replication happens side-by-side with the transaction execution and/or commit. That is, replication happens before the transaction’s serialization order is determined by the transaction execution/commit protocol.

2.2 Problem statement and strawman

In this paper, we wish to answer the question: can we significantly improve the throughput of a replicated transactional key-value store that leverages the many cores available in today’s servers, with a more clever coordination protocol between a leader and its replicas?

To answer this question, we start by analyzing a simple strawman that separates replication and transaction execution/commit. In this strawman, a multi-core leader first executes and serializes all transaction requests into a log,
A partition is represented as a Paxos stream, a majority of the nodes should be available.

There are three partitions: one serves as a coordinator, the others two as participants.

and then uses MultiPaxos to replicate the log to all replicas. When the replication is complete, the leader responds to clients. Each replica then deterministically executes the transactions in the log. Replicas are optimized to use multiple threads to replay the log, which is discussed in more detail in Section 3.4.

Figure 2 shows the performance of this strawman replicated database on the TPC-C benchmark. It is able to achieve over 0.42 million transactions/sec, which is already substantially higher than a single shard in traditional before-commit approaches. However, throughput plateaus after the leader and replicas use more than ~10 threads. The bottleneck is the single MultiPaxos instance, which we refer to as a Paxos stream. All threads on the leader need to write to this Paxos stream, and will thus be bottlenecked by the thread synchronization cost and the replication rate of the Paxos stream. Specifically, when the CPU is fully utilized under a high contention workload with 30 threads, the queue function (adding outstanding log entries) of the Paxos stream accounts for 68.7% of CPU time.

2.3 Challenges and high-level idea

A potential solution to the aforementioned bottleneck is to use more than one Paxos stream. For example, each thread could get its own stream. There are, however, two challenges with using multiple Paxos streams. First, with a single stream we can rely on the natural order of the requests in the stream as the serialization order of transactions, and all replicas can simply follow that order. With more than one stream, requests across streams are not ordered relative to each other, so we need to find another way to ensure that all replicas execute transactions in the same order.

To address this issue, Rolis adopts an execute-replicate-replay model. First, we have one replica (the leader) execute

Figure 1. Two-phase commit and replication in Spanner [7].

Figure 2. Throughput of the TPC-C benchmark in a 3-replica setting with single Paxos stream replication.

Figure 3. A transitive transaction: $tx1$ fails to be replicated and $tx2$ succeeds to be replicated, but $tx2$ depends on $tx1$.
failure recovery, transactions with missing dependencies are not replayed—e.g., in the above example, $tx2$ should not be replayed. This is unfortunate, since our initial goal was to avoid all coordination between threads. Nevertheless, we devise a low overhead mechanism for tracking dependencies that preserves the system’s performance. In the context of multi-core transactional systems, low-overhead coordination is well known to be a challenging problem [24, 36]. Rolis’s innovation is the use of a lightweight mechanism to track dependencies based on the idea of keeping a *watermark* across all Paxos streams (threads). The watermark is effectively a boundary for replay visibility. All threads will synchronize periodically (with a frequency that does not affect performance) to advance the watermark. All transactions that fall within the watermark are safe to replay, and those beyond the watermark are unsafe to replay. We discuss the details of this and other components of Rolis in the following sections.

### 3 Main System Design

This section describes the main design of Rolis. First, we overview the architecture of Rolis, including its major components and workflow. Then, we describe each stage of the workflow in more detail.

#### 3.1 Architecture

Rolis has two major building blocks that we use (almost) as opaque boxes: a multi-core in-memory high-speed transactional database, and a consensus-based replication layer. Our design is generic and is not tied to specific choices for these building blocks. In our implementation, we choose to use Silo [38] as the local database; other options such as ERMIA [20] and Cicada [24] are applicable as well. Silo is a speedy in-memory database that is fast and has good multi-core scalability. It uses an optimized optimistic concurrency control scheme to execute and commit transactions. We adopt Silo’s design and interface that the client (application) and database are in the same OS process. For the consensus-based replication, we implemented MultiPaxos following the description given in Chubby [4].

Figure 4 shows the architecture of Rolis. Each replica can run either as a *leader* or as a *follower*. Only a leader can accept new transaction requests. A transaction is first executed on the leader replica, where it is guaranteed isolation from other transactions. The execution will generate a log entry for the transaction, which is assigned a globally unique identifier (§3.2). Then, the log entry is replicated to the followers via the replication layer (§3.3). To avoid the scalability bottleneck, the replication layer has multiple Paxos streams, each of which is dedicated to a worker thread in the database.

The Paxos streams are independent from each other in their replication and need not coordinate between them.

When the log entry is replicated to enough followers and is considered durable by the replication layer, the followers will replay the log entry. A follower sees multiple Paxos streams, and replays the log entries in a scalable manner using multiple database threads, ensuring that they are applied in the same order as on the leader (§3.4). We also design a novel scheme (§4.1) to ensure that replay is safe against failures, so that data inconsistencies such as the one described earlier cannot occur. Once the leader confirms that the transaction’s log entry will be replayed—that is, the leader does not need to wait for the actual replay—the leader can release the transaction’s results to the client.

#### 3.2 Executing transactions on the leader

Transactions enter the system following the original database’s (Silo’s) paths, and they are executed up to their commit point in Silo. For completeness, we briefly discuss how Silo works. In Silo, all worker threads are egalitarian and work in a shared memory. A thread starts a transaction and executes it until it finishes. Silo has the standard transaction interfaces consisting of start, read, write, and end. Figure 5 shows an example of these interfaces.

Silo executes transactions using OCC (Optimistic Concurrency Control). During transaction execution, all the reads will record the current versions, and all the writes are buffered in a thread-local workspace. During transaction commit, the worker thread will first (spin-)lock all the keys in the write-set, and then it will validate that the keys in the read-set have not been updated by conflicting transactions, by comparing the most recent versions with the recorded versions. If the validation passes, the transaction will commit and all locks are released. If the validation fails, the transaction will abort and then retry.
We make two modifications to Silo. First, if the validation passes, the worker thread will call the timestamp counter instruction, rdtsc, to obtain a timestamp, before it unlocks the keys in the write-set. The timestamp obtained from rdtsc is monotonically increasing on each core and is synchronized across cores\(^2\). The performance of the rdtsc counter is not a scaling bottleneck for modern OLTP workloads\(^{[35]}\), and the overhead is negligible compared to the serialization of transactions. We use this instruction to generate ordered timestamps across threads on the same machine. The timestamp represents a serialization order between conflicting transactions, which the system will utilize to detect dependencies in later replays. In rare cases, two concurrent transactions on different threads may obtain the same timestamp. This is still safe as the two transactions must be non-conflicting, otherwise they would have been blocked from obtaining the timestamp by each other’s locks in Silo. After unlocking the write set, the worker thread generates the log for replication, which contains the keys and values of the write set.

For each transaction, Rolis includes each of the modified key-value pairs, but not their individual access times (which Silo uses to keep track of conflicts). Instead, Rolis creates a header for the entire transaction, as shown in Figure 6. This header includes the transaction’s timestamp (from rdtsc), the epoch number (§3.3), the number of key-value pairs included in the transaction, and the total number of bytes. This information is sufficient to facilitate replay in the follower replicas. To further reduce the overhead of network processing (e.g., interrupts), Rolis batches many transactions (e.g., 1000 transactions in our implementation) into a single log entry. We use the timestamp from the last transaction in the batch to represent the timestamp of the corresponding log entry; this timestamp is compared against the watermark during replay (§3.4).

\(^2\)Synchronization across cores requires CPUs to support constant_tsc and nonstop_tsc features. Synchronization across sockets requires further support from the motherboard, or can be enforced manually. We use a single socket in our implementation.

Figure 5. An example of transaction interfaces: Alice transfers $100 to Bob using transaction start, read, write and end interfaces.

The second change we make is holding the worker thread from releasing commit results to the clients until the replication finishes. We use a watermark to control this. Only the results of transactions whose timestamps are smaller than the watermark can be safely released to the clients; transactions whose timestamps are greater than the watermark are still speculative. Section 3.4 explains how the watermark is designed and how it grows so that it is not a bottleneck in the system.

Note that while the worker thread holds off on releasing results to the clients, the thread can still process new requests. In this way, the throughput of the system is preserved and only latency is affected. This introduces another problem in our system design. Since Rolis runs at a high throughput (over a million TPS), there will be (tens of) thousands of transactions whose execution is speculative. In the common case, this is acceptable, because the leader is stable most of the time and the speculative executions will eventually commit. In the worst case, the speculatively executed transactions need to be abandoned. Standard speculative approaches use undo logs to roll back, but in our case, logging undo logs and rolling back thousands of transactions is too costly. Instead, we take a simpler approach. When an old leader rejoins after a crash, it will drop the inconsistent state and join as a new replica (see more discussion in Section 4.3).

3.3 Replicating with multiple Paxos streams
Rolis utilizes multiple Paxos streams, based on the intuition that associating each database worker thread with a separate Paxos stream will allow us to maximize scalability while minimizing cross-core synchronization. In general, state machine replication (e.g., Paxos\(^{[22]}\) and Raft\(^{[32]}\)) is a poor match for multi-core scalability, because SMR usually requires a sequential ordering of all operations. In our implementation, we use the same number of Paxos streams and database worker threads, and then pair each Paxos stream to a database worker. Each Paxos stream only needs to deal with transactions from its associated database worker.

Each Paxos stream receives a log entry from its database worker and replicates the log entry to at least a majority of replicas. After that, the log entry is durable, i.e., the system can recover the log entry from healthy replicas despite a
when a new log entry is durable in the Paxos stream, a
will do "compare-and-swaps": it compares the transaction’s
to enable safe replay. We avoid
A lock-based strategy needs to enforce the same lock and
these transactions to the client. For a follower replica, these
leader replica, it is safe to release results corresponding to
We use a watermark scheme to distinguish leaders is widely
replay the log entries below the watermark from the stream
stream has a correct partial order, we can progressively mark con-
the use of explicit dependency tracking [1, 2, 11] for two
reasons: (1) explicit dependency tracking (i.e., maintaining a
dependency graph) typically involves more expensive and
complicated protocols compared to our simple watermark
to distinguish a new leader when there is a leader change.
This epoch-based method for distinguishing leaders is widely
used in consensus algorithms, e.g., it is similar to the term
number in Raft. Together, <epoch, timestamp> forms a pair
that we can use to serialize all transactions.

3.4 Replaying transactions on followers
When a new log entry is durable in the Paxos stream, a
follower cannot replay the entry just yet, since this might lead
to the inconsistencies discussed in Section 2.3. Instead, we use a watermark scheme to enable safe replay. We avoid
the use of explicit dependency tracking [1, 2, 11] for two
reasons: (1) explicit dependency tracking (i.e., maintaining a
dependency graph) typically involves more expensive and complicated protocols compared to our simple watermark
tracking; and (2) explicit dependency tracking may result in
cycles, which ultimately result in higher tail latencies [2]. We
avoid using a lock-based replay strategy for similar reasons.
A lock-based strategy needs to enforce the same lock and
unlock ordering recorded on the leader, which essentially
requires fine-grained dependency tracking, as in Rex [13].
The watermark tracking works as follows. Recall that we
define the timestamp of a log entry to be the timestamp of
the last transaction in that log entry. Suppose we have \( n \) Paxos
streams 1, 2, ..., \( n \), for an epoch \( e \), and the most recent durable
timestamp of log entries in this epoch is \( t_{s1}, t_{s2}, ..., t_{sn} \) on a
replica. Then the watermark \( W_e \) on this replica is:
\[
W_e = \min(t_{s1}, t_{s2}, ..., t_{sn})
\]
If a log entry in epoch \( e \) has its timestamp smaller than \( W_e \),
a transaction in this log entry is safe from failures. For a
leader replica, it is safe to release results corresponding to
these transactions to the client. For a follower replica, these
transactions are safe to replay. The replay happens as follows.
Similarly to transaction execution on the leader, each Paxos
stream has a corresponding replay thread. The thread will
replay the log entries below the watermark from the stream
sequentially. When replaying a transaction, the replay thread
will do "compare-and-swaps": it compares the transaction’s
epoch/timestamp (found in the transaction’s header) against
those of the keys in the database, to determine if the database
should be updated. If a key in the database has a smaller
<epoch, timestamp> than the transaction to be replayed,
then the thread will update the database to the newer one,
including the value, epoch, and timestamp. Otherwise, the
thread does nothing and moves on to the next key. In this way,
all worker threads can replay their logs concurrently, while
ensuring that the latest state is reflected in the database.
In our design, we assume that the compare-and-swap is atomic;
how this can be done is discussed in Section 5.
The watermark calculation can be done asynchronously
with respect to the log replication. That is, an outdated wa-
termark does not affect safety, because the watermark is
always growing and a transaction is always safe to replay
once the watermark is beyond the transaction’s timestamp.
This enables two aspects of our design that make the imple-
mentation easier. First, each replica can calculate its water-
mark independently without any external communication.
Second, the system does not need to calculate \( W_e \) instantly
each time it is accessed, which would incur synchronization
across threads. Instead, we calculate \( W_e \) periodically, e.g.,
every 0.5ms as in our evaluation.

Example. Figure 7 shows the logs durability committed by
five Paxos streams within the same epoch in the first 1.5ms,
when \( W_e \) is updated at 0.5ms intervals. Rolis advances the
watermark from 8, to 44, to 70 at the corresponding intervals.
Note that the watermark calculation always happens within
the same epoch: each epoch has its own watermark tracking
and the system is not allowed to advance the watermark
across two different epochs. During an epoch (leader) change,
the transactions in the previous epoch may not be safe to
replay due to failures. We discuss this further in Section 4.1.

3.5 A review of stages in Rolis
One way to look at Rolis is that it separates the “commit
points” of transaction processing and consensus processing.
We would like to clarify these different commit points,
because the building blocks we rely on have their own definitions of commits, which can be confusing when comparing Rolis to its peers. In fact, in Rolis, there are three separate commit points: in the in-memory database, in the replication layer, and in the overall system.

The first commit point is in the in-memory database (Silo), where the serialization point of the transaction is deterministically determined, which we can refer to as execution commit.

The second commit point is in a Paxos stream, where a log is accepted by a majority of replicas and considered durable, which we can refer to as durability commit.

The third commit point is when the watermark grows beyond a transaction, so it is safe to release the transaction's results and replay it, which we can refer to as release commit.

These commit points occur at the execution stage, replication stage, and replay stage, respectively. Note that the release commit is the real commit point of a transaction; the execution commit and durability commit are not. A transaction can be both execution and durability committed, but aborted by the system in the end.

4 Availability

In this section, we discuss how our protocol guarantees fault tolerance without sacrificing either correctness or availability. Rolis needs $2f + 1$ replicas to tolerate $f$ failures. Rolis’s Paxos implementation is standard and resembles traditional Paxos systems (e.g., Chubby [3]); we give a brief review here.

Rolis runs an election module on all replicas, which periodically send and receive heartbeats to maintain the leader’s liveness in case of machine failures or network partitions. Each replica maintains a single epoch number that indicates the round of election. The follower replicas wait for a time interval, and if no heartbeat is received within this interval, they declare the leader replica as failed and trigger a new election round that increments the epoch number. When a new leader is elected, it first learns all submitted transactions that are durable from the old epoch. Then, a watermark will be computed to determine the boundary between release committed transactions and abandoned transactions (see example in Figure 8). After that, the new leader can receive requests from the application and commit them as normal.

In our Paxos implementation, we use an optimization that prevents a log entry from committing until all previous log entries in the same stream have committed. That is, each stream is always growing sequentially. This simplifies our design because the replay process does not need to deal with any "holes" in the stream where a later log entry commits before an earlier entry.

4.1 Replay under failures

Using multiple Paxos streams to support high throughput raises two challenges for correctness. First, as transactions have dependency relationships, Rolis needs to determine when and if a transaction can be replayed safely. Second, the Paxos streams on the new leader replica might not have the latest durability-committed transactions locally.

To discuss this in more detail, once a new leader replica has been elected, all Paxos streams on the new leader will start bringing themselves up to date by retrieving any missing durability-committed transactions from other replicas. Then, the new leader commits a no-op in each Paxos stream to end the old epoch, after which it can calculate the latest watermark $W_e$ based on timestamps from the old epoch.

Then, Rolis can safely replay all transactions up to $W_e$. Importantly, Rolis can skip transactions above $W_e$ in the old epoch, which is safe for two reasons. First, those transactions have never been executed on other follower replicas due to our watermark scheme. Second, Rolis never releases the results of those transactions to clients on the old leader, or any replica. In effect, the watermark represents the visibility boundary to clients. After replaying transactions in the old epoch, the new leader re-initializes the watermark to continue processing in the new epoch.

Example. Figure 8 shows an example of 5 Paxos streams during a failure. Each entry shows the timestamp of the log.
Once all replay threads succeed in replaying and skipping transactions in the old epoch, the new leader proceeds as normal in the new epoch (§3.4).

4.2 Correctness
We have explained why our mechanisms work. Here, we give a brief review and explain why Rolis guarantees strict serializability across failovers. We separate the discussion into two cases, based on whether the system has replicated all proposed log entries in an epoch before the failover.

We first consider the simpler case when Paxos replication has replicated all log entries in an epoch. Within the same epoch (before a failure occurs), the leader generates a strictly serializable execution whose serial order is captured by the timestamps. This follows directly from Silo’s strict serializability guarantees and the way Rolis assigns timestamps. Thus, transactions with smaller timestamps must be serialized before those with larger timestamps.

When a failure occurs, the Paxos algorithm guarantees that all replicas see the same Paxos streams, a new leader always has a higher epoch number than the previous leaders, and the epoch numbers divide the stream into log entries generated by different leaders. Transactions with a smaller epoch number must be serialized before those with a larger epoch number. This is guaranteed by Rolis’s failover, because the new leader does not process requests until it has replayed all transactions from the previous epochs.

Given the \(<epoch, timestamp>\) pairs, the replay process will duplicate the final state of the execution, making the replicas consistent with the leader, by always prioritizing the state of transactions with larger epochs/timestamps (via our compare-and-swap method).

We now discuss the more complex case when Paxos replication does not finish replicating all transactions in an epoch, leaving an incomplete tail in the log stream. In this case, the above claims still hold as long as the following premise is true: Rolis can ensure a consistent state by stopping replay once it hits a missing log entry, and ignoring all entries afterwards; i.e., Rolis can replay a prefix of the original execution. In this case, we claim that Rolis’s replay correctly preserves a prefix of the leader’s original proposed serializable execution of transactions. If a transaction is replayed, due to the watermark mechanism discussed in Section 3.4, any transaction that has a smaller timestamp has been or will be replayed. Therefore, the replay always leads to a state that represents a prefix of the original execution. The execution beyond the prefix can be safely discarded because they are never revealed to clients.

Since a new leader finishes the replay of previous epochs before proposing new transactions, the transactions in the new epoch will always read the latest changes.

4.3 Adding a new follower replica
In typical SMR implementations, adding a new replica usually requires a snapshot (checkpoint) of the system, which is transmitted to the new replica to bootstrap its state. In our case, Silo does not yet support snapshots: generating snapshots without degrading performance in a multi-core system is challenging, and is not supported by most state-of-art multi-core databases we discussed. So in the spirit of supporting more local database choices (beyond Silo) in our design, we adopt an approach from MongoDB [47] of adding new replicas without using snapshots. Briefly, a new replica first chooses a follower replica as its synchronization source, and performs an asynchronous “pull” from the source by scanning the source’s local database, while the source is still working. Then, the new replica will retrieve all logs from the source and replays those logs. After that, the new replica is up to date and can join the replication group. The key reason why this solution works is that the log replay in Rolis is idempotent: repeating the same log entry multiple times does not change the system state.

5 Implementation

Compare-and-swap in replay. The compare-and-swap operation in the replay process in §3.4 needs to be atomic. In principle, this can be achieved by modifying the underlying data structure of Silo (i.e., Masstree [28]) to support this operation using lock-free instructions or spin-locks. This would achieve better performance but it also requires invasive changes and limits the portability of Rolis to other systems. Instead, we take a slightly slower but more flexible approach: wrapping the compare-and-swap as a Silo transaction. Although this adds overhead to the replay, the replay is still faster than the leader’s execution in our tests, as we explain later (§6, Figure 15).

Heartbeat with empty transactions. A small issue we have not discussed yet is how the system commits the tail of the log if no new log entries show up. This issue happens when the system is idle or in the process of shutting down. Consider the example in Figure 7, and assume we attempt to stop the system at 1.5ms. The system cannot replay log entries with timestamps above 70 and will wait forever because no new log entries will come in, and the watermark cannot be advanced. To solve this issue, we add a special empty transaction in the heartbeat to every Paxos stream. These empty transactions help the replay finish the transactions hanging at the tail of the log.

Impact of delayed commit. In our implementation, we chose a small enough interval (0.5ms) and a reasonable batch size (1000 on the TPC-C benchmark) to advance the watermark, which avoids having too many delayed commit transactions accumulate in memory. In our evaluation of the TPC-C workload, the averaged accumulated memory
is \( \sim 0.046 \text{ GB} \) with 31 worker threads sustaining a throughput of 1.03M TPS and median latency of 49.41 ms, with an average log size per transaction of 875.6 bytes.

In rare cases, failures such as a network partition can stop the watermark from advancing. In this situation, the system still avoids memory accumulation because the partitioned or failed replicas cannot accept new transactions from Paxos streams, so no transactions will accumulate.

6 Evaluation

This section presents our evaluation results, focusing on answering the following questions:

- Can Rolis preserve Silo’s performance (including its scalability) in a multi-core setup?
- How does the performance of Rolis compare to that of the state-of-art systems with advanced NIC support, and to traditional software systems?
- How fast can Rolis recover from failures?

6.1 Experimental setup

To evaluate the multi-core scalability of Rolis, all experiments were run on multiple Azure virtual machines based on Intel Xeon Platinum 8272CL CPU @ 2.60GHz Processor within the same datacenter. Each machine has 32 (hyper-threaded) CPU cores on a single socket, 128G RAM, and is interconnected via a 16000 Mbps network. Unless otherwise mentioned, the experiments are conducted with 3 replicas. Each trial is run for 30 seconds, the same as Silo’s original test configuration. Throughput and latency are calculated based on the release committed transactions. When testing the scalability over threads, we use the cgroups kernel feature to limit the CPU and RAM resources. In addition, we always need 1 extra CPU core to advance the watermark and perform leader election tasks, in the event of resource contention with the database workers and Paxos streams.

Like prior work [37, 38, 40], we bind a workload generator within the servers so the “clients” are running in the same address space as Rolis. For completeness and comparison with some baselines, however, some of our experiments add networked clients that issue the requests remotely.

Our experiments run the TPC-C [16] and YCSB++ transactional benchmarks. TPC-C is a common benchmark for OLTP workloads. YCSB++ is a simple transactional benchmark derived from YCSB workload F, which consists of 50% Reads and 50% RMW [6, 43]. The set of records for each transaction in both benchmarks is selected uniformly from the entire database.

Figure 9 shows the percentage and number of read/write operations of each transaction type in TPC-C and YCSB++. For TPC-C, we follow the official ratio for the five transaction types: NewOrder (NEW), Payment (PAY), OrderStatus (ORDER), StockLevel (STOCK), and Delivery (DLVR). We use TPC-C to demonstrate Rolis’s performance when handling complicated transactions. For YCSB++, we have two transaction types: Read-Only (READ) and Read-Modify-Write (RMW). The total data space for YCSB++ is 1 million keys (or per partition). We perform 4 updates per RMW operation and 4 reads per READ operation, selecting the items to access at random. We use YCSB++ to push the limit of Rolis with a high throughput transactional workload. The batch sizes we use for TPC-C and YCSB++ are 1,000 and 10,000 respectively.

6.2 Performance and scalability

We first evaluate the performance and scalability of Rolis over an increasing number of available CPU cores on TPC-C and YCSB++. We also compare Rolis’s results to the throughput of Silo on a single machine, i.e., without any replication. Since Rolis is built on top of Silo, the throughput of Silo is the upper bound of our implementation. In Figure 10 and Figure 11, we show that the throughput and per-core throughput of Rolis on both the TPC-C and YCSB++ benchmarks are good and scale well as we introduce more threads.

**TPC-C benchmark:** In Figure 10, the throughput of Rolis at 32 cores is 1.03M TPS, which is 68.8% of Silo’s throughput. The overhead is mainly caused by transaction (de)serialization and memory copies in the transmission. In our implementation, Rolis needs to serialize/de-serialize 851.8 bytes of data per transaction on average. Figure 11 shows per-core throughput is higher during the first 15 cores, and then it becomes stable gradually, which is the same as Silo. This decreasing tendency is mainly caused by several factors within Silo itself, including increased database size and sharing of resources such as the L3 cache.

**YCSB++ benchmark:** To better study the scalability of Rolis for different workloads, we run an experiment on the YCSB++ benchmark, which is much simpler than TPC-C. In this simple but high throughput scenario, Rolis can still scale well. The throughput using 32 cores can be up to 10.3M TPS, which is 10× compared to the TPC-C experiment. Rolis can retain 77.3% of the throughput of Silo on the YCSB++ benchmark, which is higher than the TPC-C benchmark, mainly because YCSB++ has a smaller write-set.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TPC-C</th>
<th>NEW</th>
<th>PAY</th>
<th>DLVR</th>
<th>ORDER</th>
<th>STOCK</th>
<th>YCSB++</th>
<th>READ</th>
<th>RMW</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Percent</td>
<td>45%</td>
<td>43%</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td></td>
<td>Percent</td>
<td>50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Get/Scan</td>
<td>avg+23</td>
<td>avg+3.6</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>avg+3.6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Get/Scan</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insert/Put</td>
<td>avg+24</td>
<td>avg+4</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Insert/Put</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 9. Workload of TPC-C and YCSB++ benchmarks. avg+ stands for an estimated number. Also, we treat scan and get as one read operation, and insert and put as one write operation.
6.3 Comparison with software implementations

We now turn our attention to how Rolis compares to other transactional key-value stores that are fault-tolerant. In this experiment, we set the number of replicas of each partition to 3. We compare Rolis with 2PL (two-phase locking) using the Paxos-based replication implementation in Janus [30], and also compare with Calvin [37], which is the deterministic concurrency control and replication algorithm implemented in STAR [27], on the YCSB++ benchmark. See Figure 12.

2PL. 2PL is the most widely used pessimistic concurrent control protocol. We use the implementation from Janus, a partitioned distributed data store. Each transaction performs 4 read-write accesses or 4 read accesses by incrementing 4 randomly chosen keys. Each partition takes up 1 CPU core for transaction execution. To minimize the extra cost of inter-process communication, we make each transaction only access a single partition. This gives the partitioned test targets an extra advantage over Rolis.

Calvin. Calvin uses a central sequencer to determine the order of batched transactions which are sent to all replicas to execute deterministically later. We use the refined Calvin implementation in STAR instead of the original one because (1) the STAR-based implementation has a multi-threaded lock manager instead of a single-threaded lock manager, resulting in better CPU utilization; and (2) STAR’s implementation produces more stable and higher throughput. Neither STAR nor the original implementation has replication enabled in their throughput tests, as the design principle of Calvin claims that the replication does not affect throughput. We follow this in our throughput test. The original Calvin implementation has a ZooKeeper test to evaluate latency under replication. We run this test and report the latency numbers. In term of test setup, we pre-populate each partition with 1 million key-value pairs before starting the experiments. To minimize Calvin’s performance, we made two modifications in the setup that give it more advantages. First, all transactions are single-partitioned; there are no transactions that span partitions. Second, we add 4 extra CPU cores for the multiple lock managers and sequencer threads for each experiment run (we are generous and do not count these additional cores during our comparison). In Calvin, transactions are generated in-place on the servers, similarly to Rolis.

In Figure 12, we observe that the throughput of 2PL and Calvin scales correspondingly due to our perfectly partitioned setting. However, 2PL can only achieve a throughput of 137K with 28 partitions. The reasons are twofold: (1) 2PL’s implementation is a client-server architecture, and (2) Rolis’s OCC-based implementation has more advantages over the 2PL implementation due to the low contention setting. Rolis can achieve a much higher throughput than Calvin and 2PL. Calvin needs a central sequencer to determine the order for a batch of transactions before they start execution, which is expensive compared to Rolis. Similar to Calvin, 2PL also needs intensive coordination among replicas and holds all locks before transaction execution.

6.4 Comparison with kernel-bypass systems

We find it hard to compare to hardware-optimized systems in a real evaluation. Many of the state-of-art systems are not open-sourced (e.g., FaRM [10]) or depend on special platform features (e.g., DrTM+R [5] depends on Intel’s Restricted Transactional Memory). Meerkat [36] is the only system we found that runs with kernel bypass (DPDK) enabled NICs to compare with. Meerkat targets scaling multi-core performance in replication. It has an advanced fast quorum-based replication and transaction protocol. The replication and
transaction execution are mixed, so it faces the same problem we pointed out that the long latency of replication may compromise performance. Meerkat alleviates this issue by using DPDK to reduce the message latency.

When we try to deploy Meerkat, we find that it is a good example of why a pure software solution like Rolis would have an advantage in maintenance and portability. In our experience, Meerkat does not run out-of-the-box on Azure because the RPC framework Meerkat uses, eRPC, relies on a specific version of the NIC driver, which Azure happens to not support. A newer version of eRPC works on Azure without that driver, but API changes in it make it incompati-
ble with Meerkat. In short, to bring Meerkat into a running state, we spent several extra weeks investigating the issues and made code-level changes to upgrade the eRPC/DPDK library in Meerkat.

For Meerkat tests, we pre-load the entire database with 1 million data items per CPU core to keep the contention level constant as we increase the numbers of cores.

On Azure, DPDK offers a faster user-space packet processing framework by leveraging the advantages of high-performance NICs with FPGA. Our experiments show that the 99.9-th percentile latency between two VMs in the same cluster is ~30 μs. Figure 13 shows that Meerkat scales to 28 threads and 2.59M TPS on the YCSB-T benchmark, which matches the numbers reported in the Meerkat paper. Meerkat achieves 1.22M TPS with up to 28 cores on the YCSB++ benchmark. In comparison, Rolis achieves up to 7× higher throughput than Meerkat. Note, however, that Rolis uses embedded clients while Meerkat uses networked clients, which gives Rolis an advantage. To check how Rolis performs with networked clients, we implement an (software-based, no DPDK) open-loop networked client to issue stored procedure transactions on the YCSB++ benchmark. The throughput drop after adding networked clients is minor. The main reason is that the RPC library we use is very lightweight and is optimized for batching. For example, with 28 worker threads, only 7% total CPU time is spent on networked servers. Additionally, adding a client saves the cost of request generation on the server (about 2–3% of total CPU time). But note that besides the difference on network stacks, this is still not exactly an apple-to-apple comparison, because Rolis uses stored procedures between the client and server while Meerkat uses interactive transactions.

6.5 Failure recovery
We conduct an experiment on replica failures with 3 replicas deployed in the same data center. In each run, we use 4, 8, 16 threads respectively to test failure recovery under different workloads. In the experiment, we kill the leader replica after the system runs for 10 seconds and observe the system’s recovery. The recovery time consists of three parts: timeout through heartbeats, leader election, and replaying transactions in the old epoch. Recovery time is largely determined by the timeout through heartbeats. We set a relatively high timeout, 1 second, to avoid false positive detection and the ensuing expensive recovery process.

After the old leader is killed, a new leader will be elected among live follower replicas and will continue processing requests. As shown in Figure 14, we track the system’s throughput in 100 ms intervals and observe a drastic drop at 10 seconds because the leader replica is killed at this moment. Then, the election Paxos component on the follower replica loses heartbeats from the leader and, after a timeout, starts a new round of the election to elect a new leader replica from the live follower replicas. This blocks the system for approximately 1.5–2 seconds; the watermark cannot advance during this downtime.

After a new leader is elected, the throughput of the system quickly climbs to a peak that is higher than before, as the system is trying to commit transactions queued up during the crash. After that, at around 20s, the system returns to a stable level of throughput, which is still slightly better than before the crash happens. This is because the system running on 2 replicas costs less in network communication than running on 3 replicas.

6.6 Silo vs replay-only
In this experiment, we conduct an evaluation of Silo versus replay-only, in which we evaluate the throughput of replaying transactions on follower replicas with watermark control and Paxos disabled. This helps us understand the performance of the replay module, and especially whether it would be a bottleneck with the techniques described in Section 5. In this experiment, we pre-generate transaction logs from an independent Silo run, and then load these logs into the replay threads’ memory.

Figure 15 shows that the throughput of replay-only at 32 cores is 2.25M TPS, which is 51.5% better than the original Silo’s execution. This improvement is mainly because the replay only processes the write-set and ignores the read-set,
which saves much of the cost in the workload. The throughput of replay-only scales very well because there is no complicated synchronization and every key-value update can be performed independently and in parallel. This result indicates that the replay is not the bottleneck in the system.

6.7 Skewed workload

This section evaluates the impact of skewed workloads, or “hotspots”, on both Silo and Rolis. The skewed workload setting is adopted from the original Silo paper. We run a 100% new-order workload mix and fix the database size to 4 warehouses in a single partition, with the FastIds optimization disabled. FastIds is an optimization in Silo that generates the id for NewOrder transactions outside of transactions to reduce conflicts, and was enabled in all other tests. We then vary the number of available workers, which simulates increasing workload skew (more workers processing transactions over a fixed size database).

Figure 17 shows that the throughput of Silo stops increasing after 12 workers due to contention on a shared counter per unique (warehouse-id, district-id) pair, which is used to generate new-order IDs. Rolis can retain 79−82% of the throughput of Silo under this skewed workload, as we expect. The skewed workload is less challenging for Rolis, because Silo has lower throughput in this setup, and less log entries are generated to pressure Rolis’s replication and replay.

6.8 Batch size versus latency

Batching always induces a trade-off between the throughput and latency of a system: a larger batch size increases the level of parallelism but introduces longer latency. A transaction’s latency cannot be lower than the batching duration, which is a major cause for longer latencies. To understand the impact of batching and batch size picking strategy, we conduct an experiment varying the batch size on the TPC-C benchmark using 16 database worker threads.

Figure 16 shows how changing the batch size would affect Rolis’s throughput and latency. Compared to a relatively small batch size (50), a batch size of 1,600 can increase Rolis’s throughput by 26.9%. The throughput grows fast as we increase the batch size up to 400, then it keeps increasing at a slower rate until the batch size is 1600. After that, increasing the batch size has an opposite impact on the throughput.

We also display the latency at the 10th, 50th, and 95th percentiles, respectively, as we increase the batch size. The latency of a transaction in this experiment is defined as the duration between the time the client issues a transaction and the time this transaction’s results are returned to the client. Figure 16 shows that the latency increases as the batch size grows, as we expect: a higher batch size causes Rolis to take longer to commit a log entry in a Paxos stream, resulting in a longer delay before a transaction goes beyond the advanced watermark to be ready for the replay. Rolis achieves a median latency of 128.2 ms and a 95th percentile latency of 228.9 ms with a high batch size of 3200.

Based on these results, we choose a batch size of 1000 for the TPC-C benchmark and 10,000 for the YCSB++ benchmark in other experiments, balancing good throughput performance with relatively low latency.

We measure the median latency of Rolis, Calvin, and 2PL using 3 replicas within the same data center on the YCSB++ benchmark. Each replica has 16 worker threads. Calvin: Latency measured in the original Calvin with ZooKeeper
replication support is 83.01 ms, which comes from three parts: (1) 10-millisecond epoch for batching, (2) sequencers within a replication group use ZooKeeper to agree on a batch of transaction requests for each epoch, and (3) transaction execution. Rolis: Similar to Calvin, Rolis’s latency is 70.06 ms, which is mainly caused by batching. Paxos streams replication, and asynchronous replay. 2PL: 2PL has lower latency (21.48 ms) because it does not do batching, resulting in lower throughput.

6.9 Factor analysis
To better understand the overheads and benefits of the techniques used in Rolis, Figure 18 shows a factor analysis of performance by breaking Rolis down into cumulative changes. Silo refers to the implementation of the Silo protocol as the baseline. Serialization serializes transactions into log entries using memcpy operations, as described in Figure 6. Replication replicates log entries to other follower replicas through Paxos streams, as described in Section 3.3. Replay adds replay threads to replay transactions on follower replicas, as described in Section 3.4, and represents Rolis. The workload here is the standard TPC-C mix running with 16 warehouses and 16 worker threads. Throughput: Serialization results in 9.2% throughput loss, which is an unavoidable serialization overhead. Replication causes another 18.1% loss due to two factors: (1) Paxos streams copy serialized log entries into their own log lists, and (2) Paxos streams perform consensus on those logs, which leaves fewer CPU resources for worker threads. Replay has no impact on the throughput because Rolis replays transactions on follower replicas asynchronously.

CPU: The leader’s CPU is the bottleneck of the system in all cases: the CPU consumption on the leader replica in our tests is always close to 100%. The slight drop in Replication is due to the overhead of adding Paxos threads.

Memory: Serialization claims a fixed large memory space per worker thread for the serialized log entries, compared to Silo. For Replication, the follower replicas need 12.5GB mainly for the program itself, while the leader replica claims more memory for serialized log entries inside the Paxos streams. Replay does not affect the leader replica but requires another 39.6% CPU for replay and 7.1GB more memory for queued log entries on each follower.

7 Related work
We review related works in the literature on transactional, replicated, multi-core systems from the following aspects.

Single-machine multi-core transactional systems. Recent works on optimizing the performance of multi-core transactional systems primarily focus on multi-core scalability in throughput. A large number of them [20, 24, 29, 31, 38, 39, 44] focus on optimizing concurrency control to build multi-core transactional systems. Zen [25] and FOEDUS [21] further discuss optimizations targeting non-volatile memory. All these works are complementary to Rolis as they can potentially replace the local database of Rolis.

While these systems scale well with multiple cores, they cannot be easily extended to a replicated environment, because multi-core execution is inherently non-deterministic, and keeping replicated systems consistent requires each replica to reflect the same order of execution, which is a significant challenge. Rolis uses multiple Paxos streams and the watermark tracking mechanism to address this challenge.

Traditionally, single-machine databases consider improving reliability by supporting checkpoints to disks and recovering from them after rebooting from a crash. This provides a weaker fault-tolerance guarantee than a replication-based solution like ours, because it does not deal with network asynchrony and it usually takes a much longer time to recover. For example, a well-optimized checkpoint approach, SiloR [46], needs several minutes to recover a Silo instance.

Replicating transactional systems. There is a line of transactional systems [7, 12, 26, 27, 30, 37, 45, 48] that are optimized to achieve performance and provide availability through replication [42]. Eris [23] and Harmonia [48] both exploit programmable switches by moving concurrency control to switches or detecting read-write conflicts in the network to improve distributed transactions. Some use more sophisticated replication protocols, such as inconsistent replication [45] and asymmetric replication [27] protocols to provide fault tolerance. Deterministic databases [26, 37] are able to efficiently run transactions across different replicas without coordination overhead. Compared to these systems, Rolis achieves a much higher throughput. The major reason is that Rolis is designed to compete against a higher baseline—the multi-core single-machine database—in a replicated setting, and it does so by using an execute-replicate-replay model that masks away the high network latency via intensive pipelining.

A recent popular approach [5, 10, 18, 36] to improve multi-core scalability is using a kernel bypass network. Kernel bypass abstractions (e.g., DPDK, RDMA) are able to provide

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TPC-C</th>
<th>Silo</th>
<th>Serialization</th>
<th>Replication</th>
<th>Replay (Rolis)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Throughput</td>
<td>863293</td>
<td>784103</td>
<td>627653</td>
<td>631813</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cpu - leader</td>
<td>99.1%</td>
<td>98.7%</td>
<td>96.8%</td>
<td>96.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mem - leader</td>
<td>17.7 G</td>
<td>18.7 G</td>
<td>28.8 G</td>
<td>28.8 G</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cpu - follower</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>5.1%</td>
<td>44.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mem - follower</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>12.5 G</td>
<td>19.6 G</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The major advantages of Rolis are two-folded. First, Rolis is a multi-core friendly Paxos-based replication system. It allows concurrent execution on the leader replica to proceed freely, while recording the non-deterministic decisions in causally ordered traces. Follower replicas follow the agreed-upon traces by making the same non-deterministic choices in a concurrent replay to reach the same consistent state as the leader. However, as the Rex work pointed out, it is very challenging to replicate a transactional database in this way, because multi-core transactions require too much locking, incurring substantial overhead in tracking the synchronization orders between threads. Eve [19] lets replicas execute commands in parallel speculatively, then replicas verify whether they need to rollback and re-execute the commands in the event of inconsistencies, which incurs high cross-core coordination overhead. Rolis addresses this challenge by choosing not to track the orders between locks, but to track the serialization order at the transaction level at the validation phase of a transaction. This avoids unnecessary coordination overhead in the transaction execution and in the replay.

Scalable-Replay [35] proposed a primary-backup replay-based scheme for replicating a multicore database of Erma [20]. After executing a transaction, the primary node sends transactions to all backup nodes for replay using a customized multi-version engine on the backups, so that transactions can read and write different versions of rows concurrently. This work has comparable throughput to Rolis. The major advantages of Rolis are two-folded. First, Rolis is a consensus-based approach that deals with network asynchrony and hence provides a stronger fault-tolerance level than a traditional primary-backup approach that assumes synchrony or requires a failure detector. Second, Rolis has a much shorter failover time: Scalable-Replay needs several minutes to do a data conversion on the backups before serving new requests because of different storage structures on the primary and backups, while Rolis only needs 1.5–2 seconds for failover as we show in Section 6.5.

8 Conclusion

We present Rolis, a new design for building speedy and fault-tolerant in-memory transactional systems. Rolis adopts an execute-replicate-replay model, and masks the high cost of replication via intensive pipelining. The system is carefully designed so that the execution, replication, and replay are scalable and have nearly zero coordination overhead across cores. Our evaluation shows that Rolis can scale well under different workloads on commodity machines, and achieves high throughput comparable to state-of-art kernel-bypass systems, and orders of magnitude higher than conventional software-only systems.
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A **Artifact appendix**

A.1 **Abstract**

A Docker image is provided which contains required dependencies and source code to run the system. In addition, instructions are provided in the **README.md** for 1) running minimal working examples; 2) reproducing the major results.

A.2 **Description & Requirements**

A.2.1 **How to access.** The source code is publicly available at https://github.com/stonysystems/rolis. You can either run the binary Docker distribution for validating Rolis's functionalities, or build the system yourself in the real distributed environment.


A.2.3 **Hardware dependencies.** Rolis is able to run on any x64 server with Docker support. In case you want to reproduce the major results reported in the paper, 3 servers with 32 CPU cores in a single socket are required.

A.2.4 **Software dependencies.** We run all our code on ubuntu 18.04, which mainly depends on common Linux libraries (i.e., boost, gcc and libyaml-cpp-dev). You can install all dependencies by `bash ./install.sh`.

A.2.5 **Benchmarks.** Performance experiments use the TPC-C and YCSB++ benchmark, which are generated by dedicated threads and implemented in `tpcc.cc` and `micro_bench.cc` within the source code, respectively.

A.3 **Set-up**

Please follow instructions in the `./README.md` in the source code to set up the system.

A.3.1 **Major Claims.** Rolis can achieve 1.03M TPS on the TPC-C workload, which is comparable to state-of-the-art kernel bypass systems. This is proven by the experiment described in §6.2 whose results are illustrated/reported in Figure 10a.

A.3.2 **Experiments.** You can get all experiment results by running `bash ./one-click.sh`.